GLOMAR OFFSHORE
den Helder, the Netherlands
Enzyme Fuel Technology

“ChangeXL reduces filter consumption and soot emissions and prevents bacteria in
the fuels.”
“Many of our ships suffer from bacterial
problems.

About Glomar Offshore
A combination of our four
well-established divisions makes
Glomar Offshore the complete
package and solution to the
offshore industry: a fleet of
diverse purpose built vessels,
state-of-the-art equipment and
highly skilled personnel ready to
exceed your expectations.

In practice it often happens that a
bacterial problem occurs in the bunkers
in combination with water. To eliminate
bacteria a biocide was often added.
Biocides kill the bacteria and sinks to
the bottom of the tanks, where sludge
is created. With the ship swinging at
sea, this sludge is released from the
bottom and blocks your filters.
ChangeXl prevents these problems and
cleans the bunkers and the entire fuel
system after a while. We have experienced better performance and these
annoyances are a thing of the past.

This saves a lot of costs and of course
less waste. We may conclude that we
have succeeded with ChangeXL.
Although ChangeXL is not the one and
only solution to all climate change
challenges, I am glad we can contribute to reducing our impact on the
climate. This is where ChangeXL also
helps! ”
Dennis Beintema
CFO, Glomar Group

It sometimes happens that you store
fuel as ballast and therefore not use it
for a certain time. With ChangeXL, this
fuel can be kept for a very long time.

In the Netherlands and other regions,
the XBEE Enzyme Fuel Technology is
marketed under the trademark ChangeXL
as concentrate and enhanced pre-treated
fuels.
www.changexl.com

The same applies to the storage life of
the engine oil of the main and auxiliary
engines, which we have had analyzed
at laboratories. Our goal is to extend
the intervals by a number of hours.

The XBEE
Enzyme Fuel
Technology has
been awarded
the Lean & Green
Tools Certiﬁcate.

www.xbee.com
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Glomar Offshore communicates on its web site www.gm-ships.com about the
company’s great endeavors in favor of the environment with XBEE:

Glomar Shipmanagement is pleased to announce that as of this month, and after a
careful technical evaluation together with our main bunker provider, ‘Gulf Bunkering’; we have opted to procure ChangeXL (changexl.com), an Enzyme Technology
fuel, for our vessels operating in Continental Europe.
With ChangeXL, Glomar’s senior management and purchasing department anticipate to improve our environmental footprint by decreasing our average fuel consumption by 7.5%, our CO2 emissions by 7.5% and our NOx emissions by 15%,
therefore providing a more ecologically conscious service to our clients.
The first Change XL bunker stem will be loaded on our Glomar Patriot next week at
our home port of Den Helder.

https://www.gm-ships.com/glomar-moves-to-environmentally-friendlier-fuel/
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